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Techniques to Evoke Creativity in Rehearsal and Performance
A few years ago, motivational guru Simon
Sinek told us "It doesn't matter what you do, it
matters why you do it. Start with why.” I’m going to
follow his advice and tell you why I teach the way
that I do and why I interact with ensembles the
way that I do. In a nutshell, it’s because playing
good music well is not enough.
Please understand: I’m not suggesting that we
should play lousy music badly. What I’m
suggesting is that if ‘why’ ends at playing good
music well, we’re stopping far short of what the
arts bring to the human condition.
Let’s look at it another way – and bear with
me, this will make sense in a minute. I suspect
virtually everybody is familiar with Lego. Little,
colorful plastic interlocking bricks. They have been
around since 1959. Here are a few statistics to
peak your curiosity:
• Lego Corporation manufactured fifty-five
billion pieces last year alone.
• Ten Lego construction sets are sold every
second and they estimate that kids spend
five billion hours a year playing with them.
• If you took all the Lego bricks ever made,
there would be enough for each and every
person on the planet to have eighty.
How is it that we can spend so much time
playing with these little bricks? Well, three of the
eight-dot pieces of the same color can be
combined in more than one thousand ways. Make
that six bricks of the same color, and there are
more than 915 million possible combinations.
Amazing as all that is, just ten years ago the
company was losing one million dollars a day. Yet
in 2014 they became the most profitable toy maker
in the world – by far. The story of this astounding
turn-around is the stuff of legend in the business
community. It’s also the allegory behind The Lego
Movie.
If you haven’t seen The Lego Movie, don’t
worry. Here’s a mash-up of various synopses
taken from the internet:

The film follows Emmet, an ordinary, rulesfollowing, perfectly average Lego minifigure who is
mistakenly identified as the most extraordinary
person – the key to saving the world – The
Special. He falls, literally, into a creative and
diverse fellowship of strangers known as the
Master Builders. Their epic quest is to defeat the
evil tyrant Lord Business who is bent on gluing all
the pieces of the Lego universe in place
permanently according to the manufacturer’s
instructions – no deviations allowed.
Lord Business was what the Lego Corporation
had become in its first forty years. Rule oriented
and very protective of the prepackaged building
sets. Their philosophy was: just make what’s
pictured on the box, then buy another set and
make that. It was a classic modeling mentality.
Make the model, put it on a shelf, make another
model. They were not at all comfortable with free
play, mixing and matching sets (ironically, because
the genius of the product is that any piece
interlocks with any other). And they turned their
backs on the peculiar flights of fancy created
routinely by their customers.
The word ‘Lego’ is a contraction of two Danish
words meaning “play well”. To play well in the eyes
of the old Lego Corporation was to leave the
creativity to the manufacturer. They would think of
what to do with the bricks, and you would follow
their instructions. The company ‘why’ was:
because we said so. Because it’s always been
done that way. Trust us.
That’s a lot like what happens in most middle
and high school music classrooms.
The composers create the music,
the publishers package it, and the
teacher supplies the
instructions. The
students are expected
– indeed rewarded for
– doing what they’re
told to do.

“Here’s some good music (trust me). Decode it
correctly, play it well, and the concert will be a
success.” It’s a classic modeling approach: play Air
for Band, earn a superior rating, then put it on a
shelf and move on. Mission accomplished.
Then what?
That’s where Lego was ten years ago: losing one
million dollars a day. A great product, and people
were doing with it exactly what the company felt they
should. Buy a set, build it well, buy another set. But
building good models well wasn’t enough. And no
amount of advocacy could dig them out of the hole
they were in.
So how did they turn it around? First they hired a
new CEO (only the fourth in the company’s history
and the first from outside the founding family). Then
they set about figuring out what Lego was uniquely
about. They didn’t worry about attracting new
customers (what we’d call advocacy and growing
enrollment), but instead focused on serving their
core customers better.
They removed limitations. Sure, they still print
instructions but if you have the imagination for
something different they’ll support you. The new
Lego Factory online lets you design your own model
and then purchase the bricks you need. If the brick
you need doesn’t exist, draw it and Lego will make it
for you. They now sponsor Brick Fests to celebrate
the amazing and weird stuff built by Lego
enthusiasts, and they began to deliberately recruit
and hire Lego fans as employees.
They threw away the glue, sent Lord Business
packing, and started encouraging and supplying the
Master Builders. They figured out that what was
important wasn’t the product, but what the product
enabled people to do. To that end, they crafted a
new mission statement and corporate purpose:
To inspire and develop the builders of tomorrow.
Our ultimate purpose is to inspire and develop
children to think creatively, reason systematically
and release their potential to shape their own future
– experiencing the endless human possibility.
That’s a long way from “sit still and follow the
instructions.” Why is playing good music well not
enough? Because it stops short of experiencing the

endless human possibility, or even acknowledging
that such possibility exists.
In music classrooms across North America we
were taught, and have taught our students, to be
Emmetts. Remember that throughout most of movie,
Emmet is perfectly happy with his mundane
existence in Bricksburg and he is extremely
uncomfortable – even panicked – when he finds
himself without a set of instructions to follow. Go into
any school or university and ask an ensemble to
form and express a musical point of view and they
won’t know what to do. I’ve tried it. If you want to see
them panic, ask them to work without notation, or to
improvise.
It’s just like Emmett. When faced with the
challenge of creating something to save the world
the best he can come up with is a double-decker
couch. He reverts to what is familiar, practical,
measurable, and easily explainable to anyone who
might ask him what it is (like an administrator, or the
school board, or a parent). His has no experience
with the possibility of 915 million combinations, so
his idea is…a couch. It’s not that he isn’t creative.
It’s that his creativity has been deliberately limited,
put inside a box with a set of instructions.
We need to begin to see the possibilities within
our medium, to realize that with the same materials
we can build a couch, or a spaceship, or the CN
Tower, or a life-sized bust of William Shatner. We
need to view the music curriculum as the
development of Master Builders, not the
indoctrination of Emmetts.
If you’re thinking: “That sounds great. But how
do we do it?” you’ve taken the first step. You’ve
embraced ‘why’ and moved to ‘how’. How do you
help Emmett imagine more than a couch? How do
you let go of the fear that comes from working
without instructions to unlock your inner Master
Builder? My mission is to develop and share the
answers to those questions in collaboration with
anyone who is interested. Choral, instrumental,
general, elementary, secondary, post-secondary,
employed, hoping to be employed, not yet
graduated, retired…we are all potential Master
Builders. Let’s find a way to dissolve the glue.
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Mind Games

Compound Remote Associations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
“Artists are “individuals who have developed the ideas, the sensibilities, the skills, and the
imagination to create work that is well proportioned, skillfully executed, and imaginative.”
(Elliott Eisner)

Ensemble Games
Duck, Duck, Goose
Exercises inner pulse, tone, intonation. This is a matching game, fundamental
to the structure of many others.

Free Association (verbal & musical)
Exercises timbral imagination, and flexibility. This is a game of divergence and
a good introduction to the more improvisatory games.

Shared Line (verbal & musical)
Exercises pulse, rhythm, timbral imagination, and flexibility, as well as the
ability to convey intention clearly through inflection, and the ability to respond
to others. This is a game of both convergence and divergence, a healthy
ensembleship workout for any skill level.

Switchboard Operator (aka Duck, Goose, Flamingo)
Takes Duck, Duck, Goose to the next level by combining it with Shared Line
thinking. The result is the foundation of compositional thought.

Rock, Paper, Scissors
Exercises consistency of tone production, clarity of intent, and aural
perception (interval recognition). It’s also just fun.

Algonquin Round Table
The best intonation exercise I have yet
discovered. Exercises strategic
harmonic thinking and fine
embouchure control.
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Assessing Creativity
5. Reaches
comfortably beyond
the analytical level
into the synthesis,
evaluation, and
transformation of
course content. Makes something new and
valuable from the given materials.

4. Discovers that
the materials
can be used in
a variety of
ways, some
better than others.

3. Uses the
materials as they
are designed,
follows directions.

2. Understands how the
materials
work, but
can’t do
much
with it.

1. Can identify
the material.

Expectations for Ensemble Participation
Individual PREPARATION: (1-3: Remembering, Understanding, Applying)
• to achieve complete flexibility and facility,
• to amass vocabulary (aural, technical, & stylistic), and
!
• to evoke and work effectively within the context created by the composer.

!

(4: Analyzing, Evaluating)

Personal ENGAGEMENT:

Performance

Evaluation, emulation, absorption, and transfer
throughout the rehearsal process.

!

ARTISTRY
!

Performance
(optional)

Confident POINT OF VIEW: (5: Creating)
To support conversation, persuasion, influence, reaction, and rebuttal.

